Introduction
The calculation of air load distribution along the rotor blades require^ -the knowledge of the distribution of local angle of attack.
The local angle of attack is dependent, in additiont> the geometric pitch, on the magnitude and direction of local velocity vectoj, which is dependent on magnitude of free stream velocity, rotor angle of attack, azimuthal position of the blade and the effective induced velocity (induced velocity a.id air mass inertia effects) and can be e>cpressed in the form The above coefficients can be computed from the experimental pressure distribution data on the rotors with various numbers of blades and various test conditions. Since the coefficients will be plotted in the nondimension , form, they can be used for calculation of airloads on any rotors.
It will be advisable to plot the data first, from the conditions which exclude the effects of abrupt stall and compressibility and treat those phenomena as separate corrections. However, the effect of Mach number on the slope of the blade lift coefficient curves must be accounted In all cases.
It is represented in the following, a suggested method of calculation of the effective axial component of induced velocity harmonic coefficients on the stiff blades, from the pressure distribution measurements. The procedure of computing the airloads on the basis of the plotted coefficients will be also outlined.
The calculation of harmonic coefficients of effective axial Induced velocity.
It is quite important that the coefficients computed from the experimental load measurements are reduced to "stiff" blades, in order to make the results applicable for calculation of loads on blades of any stiffness.
Mr. Robert Loewey suggested, as the result of his investigations, that a blade can be classified as a "stiff" one if it has a ratio of first bending frequency to rotating frequency above 4.5. This is quite difficult to achieve considering that a general trend of that ratio is toward 2.5.
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The one way of eliminating the effect of flexibility is to install, if it is practical, the accelerometers along the blade and measure the Inertia terms, then by integration determi le total damping loads. Next find from above, the damping term due to lexibility and subtract the damping due to flexibility from the total airload to obtain the airload on a stiff blade That procedure is, theoretically, quite simple, if the coupling between bending and torsion is not strong, but becomes quite hairy i f the coupling is appreciable. It was mentioned, originally, to the writer by Mr. G.
Brooks from NASA.
The distribution of angle of attack along the blade at any azimuth angle is obtained from the expression for lift .
where do
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CLc is a two dimensional slope at low Mach number. dL The----term which is obtained from test data can be espressed dx in the form 
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The angle of attack " Qt," should be varied from near ---which represents a steep climb to near --which is a steep glide.
It was suggested by Vertol Co., to plot the above coefficients , Once these characteristics are known, the lift air load distribution may be determined by equations 20-26. The torque producing air load distribution is determined by the standard methods or, for example where dD~ is the load due to profile drag.
It may be noted that all computations require knowledge of the rotor angle of attack " <^". It may be found, that it is more convenient to treat " <X " and " \L" both as two independent variables, their magnitude being limited by the power condition.
A sample calculation was presented by the writer and Dr. R.B.
Gray in Ref. 2.
The harmonic coefficients were determined for a specific case using fl^d ata of Ref.
3.
